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Introduction In a recent column in the New York Times, two-time Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Nicholas D. Kristof celebrated the growing use of randomised control trials (RCTs) in development economics, calling it the “hottest thing in the fight against poverty” (Kristof, 2011). RCTs, we are told, give us a good idea of what works in development aid. The present paper will argue that we are not quite there yet, but with a little effort we could come closer.i It is indisputable that RCTs have become a popular tool for assessing the impact of development interventions in recent years. There are several reasons for this, including general dissatisfaction with using regression techniques on non-experimental data (Freedman, 1991), theoretical advantages of randomization (Angrist and Pischke, 2009; Banerjee and Duflo, 2009), and perhaps even a general admiration of the hard sciences’ ideals. However, the approach has also received critique for having low external validity, and thus an inability to generalise findings to other contexts (Deaton, 2009; Rodrik, 2008), and for distorting the research agenda in development (Barrett and Carter, 2010). In this paper, we do not part with either side in the debate: Randomization is indeed a promising approach for obtaining causal inference in the social sciences, although it comes with important limitations. Instead, we simply argue that current practice within the aid effectiveness literature in particular and development economics more generally often falls short of the stated aim of achieving high internal validity. To illustrate, simply note that researchers using RCTs can in principle choose between many different outcome measures. When a particular RCT study fails to credibly commit ex ante to a small number of outcome variables, we therefore have no way of knowing the amount of specification search that was required in order to uncover the reported finding.
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To remedy this, we propose the establishment of a trial registry for development interventions with non-medical outcomes, which, among other things, allows researchers to commit to a specific outcome measure ex ante. A trial registry is different from a results database in that changes made in the design and focus of the trial after the initial registration are clearly traceable. The idea of a trial registry for development interventions is not new. Duflo et al. (2007) have previously suggested the establishment of a database of studies which should also “include the salient features of the ex-ante design (outcome variables to be examined, sub-groups to be considered, etc.)” (Duflo et al., 2007: 3910). Moreover, Ron Bose of the International Initiative on Impact Evaluation has suggested that the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) for controlled medical trials should be adopted with some extensions to development interventions (Bose, 2010). The CONSORT checklist specifies the pieces of information which should be included when reporting on medical RCTs. Item number 23 in the original CONSORT list is “Registration number and name of trial registry” (Moher et al., 2010). Hence, adopting CONSORT would automatically call for a trial registry.ii However, neither Duflo et al. (2006) nor Bose (2010) elaborate on these suggestions and, to the best of our knowledge, they have not been picked up by other researchers and/or practitioners in the field. We believe that the benefits of introducing a trial registry are both non-trivial and far too important to be mentioned only in passing. Or to put it differently: Without a trial registry, we fail to see how the randomization approach, or other approaches claiming a high degree of internal validity, can credibly deliver on these promises of high internal validity. We elaborate on these conjectures in the following. We also provide some specific suggestions for the most important features of such a registry and the institutional setup required for it to work. In doing so, we review literature and analyse data from evidence-based medicine and the
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largest trial registry within this field: ClinicalTrials.gov. Finally, we rely on recent randomised studies from microfinance interventions to illustrate our points. The immediate benefits of a trial registry The implementation of a trial registry for development interventions has two immediate and desirable consequences. First, and most importantly, it works as a credibility enhancing mechanism. Second, it can increase external validity – particularly if the registry is extended to include results. With respect to the first consequence, registering a trial in advance enhances credibility by improving internal validity. This may sound odd as the internal validity is usually considered the mainstay of RCTs. Hence, to illustrate, we (re-)consider the generally accepted advantage of RCTs compared to other types of studies: the increased ability to draw causal inference. The issue at stake is attribution: How do we establish that the observed effect stems from our intervention and not from some excluded confounder? For non-experimental studies, a researcher will attempt to isolate the causal effect by controlling for a potentially long list of confounders or by using instrumental variable (IV) techniques. The obvious problem is that in theory it is impossible to know which confounders are relevant or which instruments are valid. To illustrate, a regression analysis of the connection between asbestos in drinking water and cancer controlled for a large number of background variables, but did not include smoking. Results were "highly statistically significant", but for men only. Men are strong smokers and smoking thus appeared to be an unmeasured confounder (Freedman, 1999; Kanarek et al., 1980).iii At the same time, the researchers seemed to have carried out over hundred different specifications. This is what we in this context refer to as data mining: analyzing a large number of subgroups and variables and reporting only the significant relationships. In a randomised study, on the other hand, a number of people or areas are randomly divided into two or more groups, and the intervention in question is implemented in only one of the groups.
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In this way, all confounders will in theory have the same distribution across the groups and the difference in the outcome measure stems from the intervention only. The researcher should not decide on a number of confounders to include or exclude, for which reason the possibilities for data mining are eliminated. Glaeser, for example, argues that using an experimental design limits the number of possible outcome variables which can be looked at, and thus makes data mining "essentially disappear" (Glaeser, 2006). The attribution problem is solved, the data has spoken, and data mining is impossible. Correct? Not entirely. Data mining can be a problem even in randomised studies. Most studies look at more than one outcome measure and often several subgroups. If conventional significance levels are used for the individual tests, there is a high chance of a type I error, i.e., incorrectly rejecting a null hypothesis. In other words, studies of this kind are likely to find statistically significant effects on at least one of the outcomes, or for one of the subgroups, even in the absence of such effects, simply as a result of sampling variation. The point is simple to illustrate. Assume that we are testing m null hypotheses for m independent variables, representing either different subgroups or different outcome variables. Let



be the probability of a type I error



for each of these tests, i.e., the probability of falsely rejecting a true null hypothesis (finding a relationship where there is none). If the null hypotheses are all true, then the overall probability of a type I error, i.e., the probability of falsely rejecting at least one of the null hypotheses, is . Hence, if



if



0.05, then



if



, while



.iv At the same time, studies are prone to various forms of more or less conscious data



mining. A researcher might thus report only on the subgroups and outcomes where there are significant results or just leave out certain insignificant findings. He or she might do so out of habit or because referees request more significant results as a prerequisite for publication.
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Naturally, proponents of randomization are aware of this. As Duflo et al. phrase it in their toolkit for RCTs: "A researcher testing ten independent hypotheses at the 5% level will reject at least one of them with a probability of approximately 40%"(Duflo et al., 2007: 3946). The same toolkit gives two typical, but in our view incomplete, suggestions for ways out of this: First, pvalues should be adjusted so that the overall probability of rejection of one outcome (or subgroup) in a "family of outcomes" is less than for example 5%. The exact method for doing this depends on the assumed dependence between the different outcomes (or subgroups). If the outcomes are assumed to be fully independent, p-values should be divided by the number of tests (Abdi, 2007). Second, one can test the overall treatment effect on the different outcomes (or subgroups) in a family of outcomes by constructing a mean standardised outcome which averages the effects on the individual outcomes and takes into account that outcomes are correlated. An example is provided by Karlan and Ashraf (2010) who report results for an index comprising nine different factors of empowerment. The index itself is calculated in two different ways. These are purely mathematical operations; and whereas they do contribute to making data mining more difficult, it is still very much possible. The decision about which outcomes or subgroups to eventually include in a "family" is thus left to the researcher. Hence it can be influenced more or less consciously by preliminary findings. A trial registry, where the relevant outcomes and subgroups are specified and registered ex-ante, would reduce the risk of data mining and allow others to at least gauge the extent to which the choice of outcomes and subgroups of interest have subsequently been changed, thereby improving internal validity of the findings. Basically, the solutions suggested previously places the internal validity of the results in the hands of the researcher.v The second immediate benefit of a trial registry is that it enables registration of all studies, regardless of whether results are positive, negative, statistically significant or insignificant. Hence,
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it makes available evidence less biased since information about non-published studies will allow for a more complete picture of the findings within a specific field, even if the trial registry does not contain the final results of the trial. Moreover, if a registry is extended to include results as well as the initial research design, the results from RCTs and other studies that find little or no effects are also accumulated. This can mitigate a publication bias where only significantly positive or negative effects are reported in journal articles, as argued by, e.g., Glewwe and Kremer (2006). This is especially important in the case of RCTs, which have been criticised by several authors for their limited external validity; i.e., the possibility of extrapolating the results to other settings and/or scaling the results to relevant intervention levels (Deaton, 2009). Yet the argument applies to all studies that rely on significance testing in one way or the other. An obvious way of improving the external validity is to accumulate as much evidence as possible from diverse settings and types of interventions. Only then can we hope to learn whether the findings from one study, RCT or not, are robust to changes in the settings and/or the level of intervention. Is a trial registry really needed? Is it possible that we do not need a trial registry for development interventions? One could argue that the degrees of freedom in the selection of outcome variables and subgroups are limited or that sufficient alternative measures have already been taken. The flexibility in the choice of outcome variables and subgroups seems to be too large to be neglected. As an example, Karlan and Zinman note that there is no "natural summary statistic" for household utility and thus choose to "measure treatment effects on a range of household survey variables that capture economic behaviour and subjective well-being" (Karlan and Zinman, 2010). Also, the advance of initiatives like Measuring the Progress of Societies supported by OECD, EU and UN shows that the choice of a single welfare indicator is not straightforward (OECD, 2010). Finally, many RCTs in development use surveys with hundreds of questions to track outcomes.
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Consumption cannot be measured like blood pressure using a standard device, but requires questionnaire modules which are locally adapted and of considerable length, as the ones used in the Living Standard Measurement Surveys (Grosh and Glewwe, 2000). Apart from questions about consumption, surveys commonly contain questions on assets, business activities, health, education and other potential outcomes. The final outcome measure is likely to reflect only a subset of the questions in the survey. But could other steps do the trick? Glaeser argues in favour of making data publicly available and some journals have taken steps in this direction. One example is the American Economic Journal: Applied Economics, which has made it mandatory for submissions to make data available together with calculation procedures to ensure the possibility of replicating the results. While this is certainly a good idea, it is no guardian against data mining related to the choice of outcome measures and subgroups along the lines described in the previous section. Moreover, and somewhat ironically, availability of data and computation procedures is likely to be more relevant in non-RCTs. Analyses using data from RCTs usually employ fairly simple regression frameworks, for which reason the exact programming of the data tends to matter less compared to nonexperimental studies. As described, data mining is possible in RCTs as well as in non-RCTs. Thus, a trial registry should be open to any survey-based research on development, regardless of whether it is based on an intervention that was randomly assigned or not.vi The ex-ante registration of a trial or a survey ensures an explicit and visible distinction between primary and secondary analysis of data. Indeed, the largest trial registry for medical trials, ClinicalTrials.gov, includes all types of trials, whether randomised or not.vii Secondary analysis is still important and should continue. But the possibility of increasing the credibility of the first hypothesis a dataset is used to test should not be foregone. When we
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mention RCTs specifically in this paper, it is because data for randomised trials is often collected with a specific research question in mind. Furthermore, RCTs frequently claim extraordinarily high internal validity, and the criticism raised in the present paper is therefore particular relevant here.



Letting researchers research: other benefits of a trial registry If a trial registry is implemented, unsubstantiated results will be less common and easier to detect. However, just as importantly, substantiated yet surprising and small effects would also be easier to spot. Consider the situation without a trial registry: When reviewers of academic journals receive a paper reporting on a randomised trial, they need to judge whether the reported results are genuine or whether they could be a result of data mining. Most likely, they will look at whether the outcome measures in question are obvious choices as dependent variables. The basis for doing this is the reviewers’ sense of the field and the received knowledge in the field; possibly together with their own understanding of the causality in question. Conversely, with a trial registry in place, this decision can be made by the researcher in advance, who is therefore free to choose the outcome variable(s) of interest, allowing her to include more novel outcomes and hence more uncommon variables according to the received wisdom in the field. The registry then provides the a priori credibility of these outcome variables, not the common sense of the reviewers. Recent evidence in microfinance provides an illustrative example: Banerjee et al. (2009) carry out a randomised experiment on access to microfinance; they find no effect on female empowerment and total consumption, which in the general debate are typically imagined outcomes of microfinance. At the same time, Banerjee et al. find a negative effect on spending on temptation goods and a positive effect on spending on durables. Also, the number of people opening businesses was 1.7 percentage points higher in the treatment areas compared to the control areas, an increase from 5.3% to 7.0%. One in five of the loans that came from the opening of new microfinance branches resulted in starting a new business (Banerjee et al., 2009). The problem with these results
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is not so much that the effects are small, but that the outcome variables are non-trivial. In the light of standard economic theory, the expectation would be that increased credit availability leads to business start-ups for the previously credit constrained clients. In this view, a rise of 1.7 percentage points seems to be a very small effect and the absence of effects on consumption and female empowerment is worrying. But there are other frameworks for understanding microfinance. Microfinance can be seen as a commitment device for sophisticated agents with time-inconsistent preferences (Ashraf et al., 2006). These agents have a tendency to spend income immediately when they receive it, but because they are aware of this, it is possible for them to commit to not spending future income. Microfinance loans and savings products serve as commitment devices. Within this framework, finding that spending is moved from temptation goods to investment goods is an interesting result and a rise in business start-ups of 1.7 percentage points might be quite a change. Thus, the two frameworks yield two different interpretations and predictions. If the relevant outcome measures are decided upon by a broad range of social science researchers, the advance of new and surprising findings is unlikely. In our opinion, this will be the case when there is no trial registry in place. With a trial registry, researchers can decide upon the framework themselves and new and ground-breaking evidence will stand a better chance of getting acknowledged. Credibility of non-standard outcomes is likely to be important in assessing the impact of development interventions, in particular those with non-medical outcomes, due to the choice of treatment units and the time perspective involved. These two factors constrain the power of the studies, a fact which is widely acknowledged in the literature on community-based epidemiology (Atienza and King, 2002; Sorensen et al., 1998). When the treatment unit is communities, schools or districts, the take-up rate is important for the power of the study. The above study by Banerjee et al. provides a case in point: Opening microfinance branches in randomly selected areas led to an
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increase in borrowing from microfinance institutions of a mere 8.3 percentage points (Banerjee et al., 2009) compared to the control areas. Any difference in outcomes must be driven by this difference in take-up rates. In other words, the intervention analysed is an “intention to treat” the individuals in the selected areas. With low compliance in the treated areas, the effect on those few who actually comply with the treatment, i.e. borrow from the institution, must be correspondingly larger for the study to show an effect, compared to a typical medical situation, where individual randomization usually leads to compliance rates over 75%. In an instrumental variable framework, this is similar to a low first stage; i.e., a weak instrument, and potential issues of small sample bias are well known (Murray, 2006). The long time perspective often involved is another constraining factor. A microfinance intervention might relax credit constraints and increase activity, but only after clients have learned about and understood the products, found a business idea or expanded their business and started selling. This is likely to take time. If the effect is instead an increased ability to smooth consumption, then the effect on consumption levels is likely to take even longer. One solution is to wait for mechanisms to work, something which might take two, five or ten years. Another is to track immediate effects, for example business investments or consumption smoothing and then simulate the effects on consumption or empowerment (e.g. Sorensen et al., 1998). This, however, requires credibility in non-standard outcome measures, something which is difficult in the absence of a trial registry.



Copying the wheel: Trial registries in medicine To the best of our knowledge, medicine is the only field to use trial registries at present. Several other fields have databases that are sometimes called trial registries, but since they do not allow for identification of changes made in the design or focus of the trial during the implementation and the subsequent analysis of the data, we do not consider them here.viii Hence, instead of re-inventing a
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trial registry for development interventions from scratch, it may be worthwhile to consider some of the arguments and evidence advanced in favour of a trial registry in medicine. Furthermore it may be instructive to draw on the experience from medicine in implementing such a registry. A key reason behind trial registries in medicine is the belief that registering trials will reduce the bias towards statistically significant and positive findings in the available evidence (Ioannidis, 2005; Zarin et al., 2007). A potential consequence of such a bias is that wrong or harmful treatments of diseases are continued despite the existence of unpublished relevant evidence (Dickersin and Rennie, 2003). This is unethical both towards patients and towards participants in trials who often volunteer because they believe that they contribute to the advancement of medical knowledge. A trial register can reduce the possibility of researchers changing their hypotheses during the course of a study. One reason for changing outcomes could be that more statistically significant studies get published more easily. Easterbrook et al. (1991) report that the probability of publishing increases if studies have statistically significant results. The time from trial registration to publication has also been shown to be negatively affected by the level of statistical significance of the results (Ioannidis, 1998). Also, funders of studies may put more effort into publishing certain results over others (Dickersin, 1990). Such studies could, however, themselves be subject to selection bias: Confounding factors like researcher age or ability might cause both statistical power and higher publication probability, e.g. due to research design. If we briefly turn our attention outside of medicine, we find an interesting experiment in cognitive psychology that points toward the existence of a publication bias. Mahoney (1977) implemented a randomised trial changing only the results section in a paper to 78 referees. The paper studied whether or not extrinsic rewards leads to changes in behaviour, a controversial topic at the time. The referees’ evaluations of the paper's publication merit, but also of the quality of the methods section, increased with the direction and strength of the results. That not only the
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significance but also the direction of the results may matter is supported by Simes (1986) who found significant differences between published and unpublished RCTs registered in a trial registry for cancer research: published studies were more positive. Rasmussen et al. (2009), however, did not find any differences in results for studies on a specific cancer drug. A trial registry is not necessarily an effective tool against publication bias. That will depend on the reasons underlying the publication bias. A trial registry will only affect publication bias in cases where the bias stems from the fact that authors are changing outcomes of a study. Changing outcomes, underreporting outcomes or simply not reporting outcomes seems to have been common in medicine, at least during the 1990s. Chan et al. (2004b) found that 40% of published studied funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research had changed their primary outcome, whereas Chan et al. (2004a) found at least one unreported outcome in 50-65% of published studies based on all medical trials approved by the Scientific-Ethical Committees for Copenhagen and Frederiksberg, Denmark, between 1994 and 1995. Eighty-six percent of authors responding to a questionnaire denied in the same study to have unreported outcomes. Finally, authors might not finalise studies that appear to show no statistical significance (Ioannidis, 1998). Registering trials in one primary registry became widespread only after 2005, as the next section describes. Apart from providing a disincentive to change outcomes, a trial registry will also make it easier to assess the magnitude of bias in the available evidence. Without a registry, data on the comparison group which consists of planned and unpublished studies, research designs and results are difficult data to compile.ix Because of this, studies looking at publication bias have used trial registries (Milette et al., 2011) or protocols submitted to Ethical Committees (Chan et al., 2004a; Chan et al., 2004b) as a basis for comparing published and non-published results. Several of the issues raised in medicine are relevant for development interventions. With respect to the registry's function as a credibility enhancing mechanism, the arguments and evidence
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from medicine would most likely apply in development: A functioning trial registry will discourage researchers from changing outcomes during a trial, and it will encourage authors to report the initially chosen outcomes. This is only reinforced if the registry is extended to include results: A trial registry will make it easier to assess the magnitude of a potential publication bias by making evaluations with negative or insignificant findings available to practitioners and the research community. A recent review of evidence on microcredit found that all except one of the evaluations carried out by donor agencies and large NGOs showed positive and significant effects, suggesting that bias exists (Kovsted et al., 2009). Likewise, publication bias within academic fields that publish on development interventions is likely to exist. In the absence of a trial registry, authors have analysed publication bias indirectly by looking at the distribution of significance levels of published results. Many have found these levels to be more positive than what is realistic. As such, DeLong and Lang show that less than one third of studies reporting a significantly positive result in economics are likely to be true (De Long and Lang, 1992). Similar results are found in political science (Gerber et al., 2010). A relevant question is whether trial registration is a cost effective way of enhancing credibility; after all, credibility can be achieved in many other ways, e.g. by adjusting p-values, increasing power through more and better data or by increasingly replicating already published studies. Given the cost of data collection and the nature of the service provided by a trial registry as a public good, it is likely to be cost effective, but an actual analysis of this issue would be justified. In medicine, trial registries with results are used for writing systematic reviews and conducting meta-studies (Higgins and Green, 2006). Systematic reviews have recently started to appear in development together with more traditional literature reviews, for example looking at the effects or microfinance (Kovsted et al., 2009; Stewart et al., 2010). For this exercise to be meaningful in development, however, the studies reviewed must be relevant for other populations
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than the one being studied; i.e., they must have external validity. In medicine this is less of a problem since many treatments can be described and replicated, and people can be expected to react in similar ways to a drug whether they live in the slums of Hyderabad or the countryside of California. For development, the case is different. Treatments are not easily described since they usually involve institutional setups that are specific to the country and context in question. Also, people cannot be expected to react in similar ways to microfinance in two different countries, economies and cultures.x To use the language often invoked to justify randomised trials, unit homogeneity might not be necessary to recover the average treatment effect (Holland, 1986), but it is necessary for external validity. For these reasons, the usefulness and content of a trial registry with results on development is likely to differ from one in medicine. In particular, a trial registry for development should contain descriptive information about the treatment and the population which is rich enough to give an impression of how and in which context the implementation was carried out. In other social science fields, for example in the study of welfare programs, it is common to supplement the evaluation with so-called implementation reports in an attempt to accomplish this (for example Kingwell et al., 2005). Experience from medicine suggests that getting researchers to registry trials can happen quickly, but it requires that the necessary structures are in place; and that may take time. In 2006 the Cochrane Collaboration reported that "no single, central registry of ongoing randomised trials currently exists." Since then things have changed: ClinicalTrials.gov, which is now the leading trial registry for studies related to health, has over 100,000 registered records, up from 7000 on January 1st 2002 (cf. Figure 1). This seems to be driven by two primary factors: passing of legislation from 1997 onward that requires registration prior to approval of drugs and the requirement from journal editors that studies will only be accepted for publication if they have registered their trial prior to admitting the first person to treatment (Zarin et al., 2007; Zarin et al., 2005). The latter is required
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by the more than 850 journals following the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts issued by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) (De Angelis et al., 2004). Indeed, statistical analysis as well as visual inspection of the number of registrations at ClinicalTrials.gov over time suggest that the adoption of these requirements on September 13, 2005, indeed had an effect (Figure 1 and Zarin et al., 2005).



Figure 1. Total number of trial registrations at ClinicalTrials.gov. International Committee of Medical Journal Editors established registration by September 13 2005 as a requirement for publication.



Upon inspection of Figure 1, it would appear that the policy of ICMJE had a large effect. The average number of registrations per day before this date is different from the average number of registrations after this date at a statistically significant level (the difference is 30.0 with a confidence interval between 26.50 and 33.54). The threat of rejection from journals is effective. Making use of this fact in the field of development interventions, however, requires that we look beyond the
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averages. Not everyone responded to the policy in the same way. Indeed, trials funded by different donors responded differently: Studies funded by the industry or universities were responsible for the largest share of the change in the rate of registration. In contrast, the rate of registration did not change for studies funded by the National Institute of Health or other federal agencies (cf. Figure 2). The average number of daily of registered trials funded by NIH actually decreased by a statistically significant amount, whereas the change in daily registrations for trials funded by other federal agencies did not change at a 5% level (See Table 1). The fall in registrations is not immediately visible in Figure 2, since the figure displays cumulative data. Difference 95% Confidence interval for the difference



Number of days



Before Sep 13 2005



After Sep 13 2005



Difference



Industry



3293



3.52



14.60



11.08



10.01



12.16



Universities



3293



6.03



19.82



13.79



17.51



22.12



NIH



3293



2.92



1.89



-1.03



-1.79



-0.28



Other federal agency



3293



0.45



0.15



-0.30



-8.33E-04



0.30



Baseline characteristic



Note: Data from ClinicalTrials.gov, analysis by authors



Table 1: Average daily registrations - differences in means



Two explanations seem possible: NIH-funded authors might not be interested in publication or NIH-funded authors registered their trials already before September 2005. Within the field of development, development agencies might not be interested in publication and thus a policy by journal authors might not affect them.
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Figure 2. Looking beyond the averages: The policy by International Committee of Medical Journal Editors did not affect all. Experience from medicine extends beyond the trial registry itself. To facilitate the dissemination of trial results, funders, editors and publishers who promote RCTs could agree on a set of minimum standards for reporting similar to the CONSORT Checklist (Moher et al., 2010), which has been documented to increase quality in reporting in medicine (Plint et al., 2006). An adaption has thus been suggested within political science (Boutron et al., 2010). The work by Bose (2010), could provide a starting point for this work. Creating a credibility infrastructure: A trial registry is not enough Being merely a database of records, a stand-alone trial registry is unlikely to reduce the probability of type I errors by itself. If the trial registry is not supported by systems that give researchers clear incentives to register, then it is unlikely to have any effect. The fact that registries have existed in medicine for more than 50 years, but only been widely used during the last decade, illustrates the
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importance of getting structures right. The examples from medicine provided above could be mimicked in development. Funders like bilateral and multilateral donors as well as foundations could make trial registration compulsory in contracts with evaluators. Supervisors of funders, like OECD, could facilitate common agreement among funders on this. OECD already enjoys considerable legitimacy in the realm of evaluation in that many development agencies follow the organization's guidelines. Moreover, key journals could make registration a prerequisite for publishing. To avoid collective action problems, momentum would have to be created to make several important journals commit at the same time. In the process organizational and technical experiences from medicine should be taken into account (see for example McCray and Ide, 2000). Furthermore, for the registry to have an effect, someone must do the actual comparison of the original hypotheses with the actually tested hypotheses. This endeavour is likely to be undertaken by researchers in developing country governments, development agencies or universities. Finally, a trial registry has several limitations. Even a well functioning registry will not remove type 1 errors. On the contrary, there is a risk that a registry installs a false sense of security in studies' results. Data mining is still possible as published outcomes can be different from registered ones, publication bias can still happen if journals accept studies on the basis of statistical significance, and there might still be a bias in the non-published available evidence since results of negative or statistically insignificant studies may still not be made public. A trial registry is unlikely to solve all the problems we have concerning bias. But it is likely to reduce some of them, and for that purpose we believe that it is worth doing.



What are the important features of a trial registry? To effectively perform the functions described above, a trial registry needs to have certain features. Below we describe what we think are the most important ones, many of which are adapted from the requirements set by WHO for trial registries in the medical field (WHO, 2010).
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•



Tracking changes. By far the biggest difference between a trial registry and a database of results is the ability to track changes in the choice of outcome variables since the initial registration. ClinicalTrials.gov contains information on the last update as well as side-byside display of changes made.



•



Content. The registry should be open to all prospective registrants, should publically display key information of the trial and should never delete a registered trial. It should at least contain the following information about each trial: A unique ID number, registration date, sources of monetary support, contact details, country, intervention, type of study, date of first enrolment, primary outcome (of which you can have only one), secondary outcomes and planned subgroup analyses.xi



•



Unambiguous identification. The registry should have a process for identifying double registrations and it should be linked to other registries within other fields to enable cross checks. This is important to avoid multiple ex-ante entries of the same trial where only the most suitable entry is evoked ex-post.



•



Governance. To ensure that the trial registry is perceived as legitimate, it should be governed by a board with broad representation from actors with a stake in impact assessments. Representation should be across low- and high-income countries and should include researchers, evaluators and policymakers.



The development sector already has some databases of randomised trials (e.g. 3ie; OECD's DEReC), but these do not meet the list of requirements above and do not allow for clear identification of the original registration by making changes clearly visible. As mentioned above, the same is true for registries created within the fields of education (WWC, 2010) and criminology (C2-SPECTR, 2010). Needless to say, the institutions cited who currently maintain databases of randomised trials for development, like OECD and 3ie, would be good candidates as hosts for a trial registry.



Conclusions There is a growing recognition that recent advances in the use of randomization as a means to assessing the effect of development interventions has contributed importantly to our knowledge of what works and why. By emphasising causality, it has enabled researchers to provide evidence of effects as well as advances in theory development, e.g., within development economics. In doing
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this, proponents have pledged allegiance to hard scientific ideals and claimed a "credibility revolution in development economics" (Angrist and Pischke, 2010). We argue that development work and development economics still lack much of the infrastructure that is needed to generate this type of credibility. If randomised studies of development interventions are to stay true to their claims of high internal validity, we need to establish a bulwark against the data mining options that pose a threat to credibility also for randomised studies. A trial registry will enable readers and reviewers to judge if the results reported were decided prior to the study, whether from a randomised control trial or another type of study, and thus help in interpreting the extent to which reported results could be a consequence of changes made to outcome measures in question. Results on outcome variables and subgroups not mentioned in the ex-ante registration of the study should still be reported, but with a registry it will be possible to distinguish primary outcomes from secondary outcomes. Apart from making the claim of internal validity more trustworthy, a trial registry would also increase external validity by facilitating comparisons of trials across different contexts. Finally, a trial registry would place the decision of relevant outcome variables solely with the researcher, allowing her to include novel outcome measures, while still being able to report results credibly. In this way, a trial registry would promote innovation in theory and practice. Agreeing that a trial registry is a good idea is likely to be the easiest part of actually implementing one. Participation from relevant stakeholders, researchers and practitioners is arguably much more difficult. Experience from medicine shows that it is important to get incentives right for researchers to start regisetring and we suggest that donors and jounal editors should set a date after which registration is required for grants and papers. A prerequisite for mobilising support for the idea is a clear understanding of its benefits for research, evaluation, aid and policy making. Moreover, learning from the experience within medicine can increase the chances of success. In this
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paper, we have put forth what we think are the primary reasons why a trial registry is indeed needed for development interventions with non-medical outcomes. By doing that we hope to have moved the effective implementation of a trial registry one step closer.
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We thank two anonymous referees for helpful comments and suggestions. Requiring authors reporting on RCTs to follow an augmented CONSORT would also lead to a much needed improvement in reporting on other issues, e.g., the method used for the actual randomization (Bruhn and McKenzie, 2009). iii In this study smoking is a confounder only in the sense that smoking might have been correlated with asbestos levels by chance and we do not know this. It is difficult to imagine, as Freedman seems to suggest, that smoking causes higher levels of asbestos in drinking water as this comes from the level of natural occurring rock, serpentine, in the water reservoirs. Also, it is unlikely that areas with high asbestos in the drinking water would attract more smokers, as the level of asbestos is not known. iv With dependence between the variables, the picture becomes more complicated (and depends upon assumptions about , unless the m variables are all perfectly correlated. As an example, the involved test statistics). Still, assume that and that the two test-statistics follow a bivariate standard normal distribution with a correlation coefficient of 0.5, then , and with a correlation coefficient of 0.9, still exceeds 0.07. v To some extent, this is of course always the case. Any randomised experiment in social science must at some point rely on the subjective judgement of “experts” with local and/or context specific information (Cartwright, 2007). vi In principle, the registry could be open to any question involving statistical analysis, whether or not the question involves a survey. But since there is no way of assuring whether or not a researcher started the analysis prior to registration, this type of registration would not be credible. vii ClinicalTrials.gov terms this interventional and observational trials. viii These registries include The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) and the The Campbell Collaboration Social, Psychological, Educational and Criminological Trials Register (C2-SPECTR) ix When it comes to results, a trial registry will not necessarily make data collection easier as many existing trial registries do not contain results, for example ClinicalTrials.gov which is the largest existing registry. x The study by Coleman (1999) is a case in point. Using a pipeline method approach for identification, Coleman finds no effect of microcredit in Northern Thailand. He then notes that this negative finding may be due to an abundance of credit in the region, for which reason the results may have little external validity. xi This list was inspired by the WHO Trial Registration Data Set version 1.2.1. ii
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Appendix – Proposal for contents of a trial registry for development interventions For a trial registry to be effective, major stakeholders must decide among themselves the required contents and the format of the registry. Below is a list of items that should be considered in that regard; the list draws inspiration from the WHO Trial Registration Data Set version 1.2.1. In the below suggestion, a trial registry for development interventions contains three types of information about trials: general trial information, information on changes, and study results. General trial information includes compulsory information which is available before results of the trial are available. Information on changes is an automatically generated list of changes which have been made to the general trial information. Study results remain optional. Pre-result information Unique ID number Registration date Sources of monetary support Major sources of monetary or material support for the study, for example university, foundation, government or company. Primary Sponsor This is the individual, organization, group, or other legal entity which takes responsibility for the initiation and management of the study. The Primary Sponsor is responsible for ensuring that the trial is properly registered. The Primary Sponsor may or may not be the main funder. Local Sponsor If the Primary Sponsor is registered in a different country than where the trial takes place, a local sponsor should be assigned. This can be a local research body involved or an implementing agency. Location of the study Which country does the study takes place. Intervention For each arm of the trial, provide a brief description of the intervention. Type of study • Interventional, random assignment • Non-interventional, quasi-experimental • Non-interventional, other Other typologies include the ones suggested by Charles S. Reichart (2011), by John List on fieldexperiments.com or 3ie.org's results database. 27



Date of first enrolment Date when the first person started or will, according to plan, start participation in the intervention. Target Sample Size • Number of randomized units that the study plans to study, e.g. persons, villages, schools. • Number of participants involved in the study • Number of studied participants: The number of people who are interviewed or otherwise provided data on. In a simple design, the three sample size figures can be the same. Primary outcome(s) Outcomes are events, variables, or experiences that are measured because it is believed that they may be influenced by the intervention. The Primary Outcome should be the outcome used in sample size calculations, or the main outcome(s) used to determine the effects of the intervention(s). Most trials should have only one primary outcome. For each primary outcome include: • • •



The name of the outcome The metric or method of measurement used The time point(s) of primary interest



Secondary outcomes Secondary outcomes are outcomes which are either of secondary interest or that are measured at timepoints of secondary interest. A secondary outcome may involve the same event, variable, or experience as the primary outcome, but measured at timepoints other than those of primary interest. As for primary outcomes, for each secondary outcome provide: • • •



The name of the outcome The metric or method of measurement used The timepoint(s) of interest



Subgroup analyses Which subgroups does the study plan to analyze. History of changes This format is inspired by ClinicalTrials.gov. Changes to ID 348273 Before 5/7/2010 Primary outcomes Total consumption



After 2/1/2011 as Total consumption
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measured by a survey of measured by a survey of all food and non-food all food items Study results Participants flow In the case of an interventional study with random assignment: How many participants or units were selected for the study, and how many completed? For example STARTED COMPLETED NOT COMPLETED Withdrawal by Subject Lost to Follow-up



Treatment Group 450 418 32 16 16



Control 226 205 21 11 10



Baseline Characteristics Key baseline characteristics Outcome measures Information on the originally selected primary and secondary outcomes. Implementation details Did the implementation go as planned? Where can interested organisations find additional information on how to implement a similar intervention? Context of study Which contextual factors can have affected the study, including political, cultural and economic contextual factors? Publications References, if the results were published. References for this appendix Reichardt, C.S., 2011. Evaluating Methods for Estimating Program Effects. American Journal of Evaluation, 32 (2), 246-272. WHO Trial Registration Data Set version 1.2.1: http://www.who.int/ictrp/network/trds/en/index.html.
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